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IDMB 
•  The IDMB project scoped the University of Southampton’s 

data management strategy for the next decade,  

•  A framework designed to bring together policy, technical 
requirements and service support to encompass the needs 
of a multi-disciplinary institution.  

•  A major part of the project was a wide ranging survey of 
how researchers currently interact with their data.  



StructureGate 

Pay for privacy? Should Publicly funded 
research always be free?  

 
If published obligation to make all workings 

available.  

ICSTI June 2010 Jeremy G Frey  University of 
Southampton 
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ICSTI	  June	  2010	  

Fraudulent	  manipula6on	  of	  raw	  data	  to	  
create	  apparently	  new	  structures	  

A	  risk	  of	  exposing	  raw	  data	  –	  makes	  it	  possible	  
for	  more	  believable	  fraud	  

Detected	  by	  comparisons	  of	  detailed	  and	  
raw	  data	  

Problema)c	  reproducibility,	  Lack	  of	  detail,	  Fraud?	  

Jeremy G Frey  University of 
Southampton 
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Crystal Gate 



SURVEY RESULTS 
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Who do you believe owns your research 
data?  
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Characteristics of the data  



Who manages your data 
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Where is your data stored? 
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How much data? 
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Experiences of reusing data from previous 
projects 
 •  66.4% of respondents said they did re-use their own data 

from previous projects.  

•  Reusing their own data was relatively easy.  

•  In Humanities there were three comments about difficulties 
in using old data with modern software, and also concerns 
about loss of data and accessibility to others.  

•  One respondent mentioned visiting museums to refresh his 
memory of objects (with varying success in locating them). 

•  In Engineering Sciences difficulties in using electronic data 
over 10 years old and time needed to process data were 
identified.  
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Your biggest problems? 

•  Problems in backup due to 

–  lack of space 

–  time consuming (i.e. not automated) 

•  Organising data 

–  finding and keeping track of their data (including 
knowing how an image/spectra/etc. was obtained),  

–  issues with version control especially for code. 

•  Lack of space on fileservers 
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Issues 
•  Need to make data accessible after the project is finished.  

•  Loss of knowledge when key staff leave, 

•  Lack of support for research websites and difficulties using 
the Institutional Repository. 

•  Ethical issues of storing confidential data on laptops during 
fieldwork that need to be kept secure. 

•  Lack of storage space for print data. 
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How can the University help 

•  More guidance needed - but not rigidly imposed rules  

•  A need for more automated backup, especially for data on 
desktop/laptops 

•  More storage space on network drives (20/100 GB/
unlimited) and better ability to access remotely.  

•  Need for uploading data to the University while in the field,  

•  Need for better technical support and facilities for 
scanning. 
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Interesting comments 
•  No real problems with this in my view. Confidentiality and 

ethics makes it impossible share data 

•  Main issue for old data where author has left the university. 

•  Avoid a complex centralised bureaucracy - just lots of 
storage with good backup, everything else is optional 

•  Questions in survey pitched more to empirical data 
researchers thus harder to answer for modellers 

•  Data management is something everyone is expected to do 
well but no-one is ever told how to do it well so often data 
can end up in a mess.  
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ARCHEOLOGY PILOT 
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Archaeology pilot training for PhD students  

•  The results of our data management audit showed that 
many PhD students would find training and guidance on 
data management practice valuable.  

•  Students identified a need for support early in their 
research. Academics also acknowledged that this was an 
area where students needed skills training.  

•  Some academic staff noted a tendency for students to end 
up with dispersed data which were difficult to pull together, 
so endorsed early training to provide a foundation for good 
data management.  
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Archaeology pilot training for PhD students  

•  Practice-led, linking with actual issues and examples from 
existing projects; 

•  collaborative, drawing on the expertise of students as well 
as academic and professional staff; 

•  integrated into the existing models of research training 
through research skills modules, incorporation into existing 
programme design and Graduate School provision 

•  extensible, so the model can roll out across academic 
programmes and services as part of a broader mix of point 
of need and embedded support.   
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Students were also introduced to the three-layer 
metadata model developed for the archaeology 
technical pilot and encouraged to think about how this 
would apply to their data as they started their 
fieldwork. 



Collaborative 
 •  The workshops were co-led by a member of academic staff 

and the liaison librarian for Archaeology.  

•  This provided complementary expertise, with the 
researcher providing specific discipline knowledge and the 
librarian specialist expertise in metadata issues and policy. 

•   There was also evidence from the interviews that the actual 
involvement of a librarian in the interview had prompted 
the them to reflect on the type of support that they might 
expect from the library, which included support for 
training.   
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Integrated 
 •  Content from the pilot data management training 

workshops was also incorporated into the MSc in 
Archaeological Computing and the research skills module 
undertaken by all Archaeology masters students.  

•  Initial feedback indicated that the approach taken in the 
pilot was too specific to archaeology and there were some 
issues with terminology and approach which hindered 
transference across disciplines.  

•  As a result of this we now plan to involve the University 
Strategic Research Groups (USRG) in the development of 
case studies.  
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Support 
•  Through the data management audit and feedback from 

workshops students identified the need for point-of-need 
support as well as embedded training.  

•  It will include complex discipline specific queries and legal 
advice.   

•  It will also include tailored support for individual or project 
data management plans, storage options and metadata 
issues.  

•  To provide this support we will be enhancing our existing 
deskside support services and e-guidance.  
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Archaeology pilot training for PhD students  

•  One archaeology student commented that there should be a 
“compulsory training course in the first semester with a 
small example project to work on as practice”.  

•  Another student said that “it would be nice to have a 
“toolbox” of Uni/help guidelines so you can pick what 
works for you” 
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RESULTS 
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Core Metadata 
•  The IDBM project defined 

a core metadata structure 
which can be used to 
provide outline data for 
research projects and to 
provide the basis for the 
registry.  

•  This schema is based on 
Dublin Core as an 
appropriate standard for 
an institution-wide 
metadata framework 

He is charged with expressing contempt 
for meta-data 
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Supporting Researchers 
•  A partnership approach between all stakeholders, senior 

management, researchers, iSolutions, the Library, Research 
and Innovation Services, Finance and Legal Services.  

•  Reach across the whole research lifecycle and across the 
spectrum of research careers, from the PhD student and the 
early career researcher to the mature research group within 
large scale national and international networks.  

•  The experience from the archaeology pilot shows that this 
can only be effective when delivered through a multi-
functional team which is integrated into the institutional 
data management model. 



Key Guidance sheets 
•  Promoting the benefits of the policy, developing further 

guidance and embedding good data management practice 
will form the next phase of the institutional data 
management roadmap.  

– Data management roles and responsibilities  

– Advice on disposal and destruction  

– Storage options 

– Managing licenced data sets 
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One-Stop-Shop 

•  A one-stop shop for data management advice and guidance 
to provide information  

–  on policy,  

–  legal issues  

–  and guidance,  

– Rapidly  

–  create data management plans,  

–  access  advice on technical capability,  

•  understand funder requirements and the benefits of 
managing data to exploit and share, and developing their 
skills and own practice.  



Information 
Providers Information 

Consumers 

These are the same people – 
if we can ‘talk’ to ourselves 
efficiently over time then 
that is a good start to be 

able to ‘talk’ to others 



Longer term 
•  Coherent and flexible data management support across all 

disciplines across the whole data management lifecycle. 

•  Agile business plans for continual improvement in response 
to changing requirements and technology changes and new 
business models evolve. 

•  Strong commitment to innovation in open data publication 
and the infrastructure to support this across the institution. 

•  Active participation in consortia and national framework 
agreements, contributing capacity and skills to building 
overall capability  
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BUSINESS MODEL 
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Business Cases  
•  One of the key assumptions in the model is that storage 

costs will reduce significantly over time associated with the 
rapid increases in storage density e.g. Kryders Law.  

•  Estimates vary as to the rate of reduction in storage costs 
over time, figures from 15% to 40% per annum are routinely 
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Estimating the University’s digital research 
assets: 
 •  The University today offers ~200TB of secure storage for 

research data.  

•  Not universally subscribed to, by our research community 
currently hosts ~120TB of research data.  

•  The IMDB researcher survey suggests that the University 
centrally hosts some 10-15% of the research data of the 
surveyed researchers.  

•  If representative of the University as a whole, we can 
estimate that the University digital research data assets are 
of the order 0.8 – 1.2PB. 36 



Predicting the growth in digital 
research assets:  
 •  The rate at which new research data is being generated is 

more difficult to estimate. Various market research firms 
estimate that file-based or unstructured data have a 
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 62% compared to 
22% for structured or transactional data.  

•  However, it is not clear if research data, can be simply 
aligned to either of these definitions. A significant and 
growing percentage of research data is generated through, 
for example scientific instruments or computers (super or 
otherwise).  
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Assumptions 
 •  The active storage layer will consist of both localised and 

institutional resources,  

•  Localised resources will be used where it is impractical to 
use institutional resources. 

•  Institutional resources will require a high level of 
availability and accessibility. 

•  Access to the archive layer will require the deposited 
metadata to be appropriately tagged. 
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Assumptions 
•  Separate metadata servers will be required, for externally 

published metadata and for internal use. 

•  Access will be required through numerous network 
protocols to both the active and transition storage layers 
but only for internal viewing. 

•  Movement between the active layer and the archive layer 
should be available in both directions. 

•  Use of external archive and storage services are directly 
available from the transition layer. 
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Storage Architecture 
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Costs 
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The real purpose for any business model is getting 
your customers to buy-in, with USB and other external 
drives at £50 per TB, £1000 per TB for a POSF storage 
model is a challenging sell, and requires a clear cost-
benefit analysis. 



MORE INCENTIVES? 
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Incentives & The University 
•  Immediate incentives for those actually collecting the data 

•  Longer term incentives for those running the research 
groups 

•  For those applying for funding changes to funders 
requirements is a considerable incentive. 

•  Requirements of Journals –the best journals now require 
more data and audit information to support publication. 

•  University draft data policy highlights that the general 
requirements to undertaking research, research outputs, 
and IPR considerations do apply to research data. 
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Incentives, The University & The Researcher 

•  For those applying for funding changes to funders 
requirements is a considerable incentive. 

•  Huge incentive the University to maintain funding stream 

•  Wish / need to provide these resources and not be surprised 
by not fully estimated costs on new grants 

•  Need to make it easy for the researchers to do the right 
thing! 

•  FoI & other legal issues 
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Incentives, The University & The Researcher 

•  Requirements of Journals –the best journals now require 
more data and audit information to support publication. 

•  University draft data policy highlights that the general 
requirements to undertaking research, research outputs, 
and IPR considerations do apply to research data. 

•  Southampton University’s Open Data aspirations 
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Incentives, The University & The Researcher 

•  Researchers are starting from very different places 

•  Need to account for the wide differences in practice in 
different disciplines 

– Even wider than captured by the IDMB survey 
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E-PRINTS FOR DATA 
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DataPool builds on 
previous JISC 
experience  

Data Management Project Stack  
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Nature	  461,	  145	  (10	  September	  2009)	  
|	  doi:10.1038/461145a;	  	  

	  
Editorial:	  Data's	  shameful	  neglect	  

	  
Research	  cannot	  flourish	  if	  data	  are	  not	  
preserved	  and	  made	  accessible.	  All	  
concerned	  must	  act	  accordingly.	  
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